1. Use a square, same colour both sides
2. Kite folds
3. Fold across
4. Fold in half
5. Precrease
6. Reverse fold
7. Fold over
8. Fold down
9. Turn over
Repeat step 17

Fold up

Open sink

Fold flap over

Repeat steps 20 - 23 on other side

Precrease

Fold down
Petal Fold

Repeat steps 27-28

Fold in half, rotate

Crimp fold up to crease in step 26

Narrow jelly, you will need to make a petal fold inside the leg. Repeat behind

Narrow tail and petal fold inside of legs

Reverse fold to form crest/head...
46. FORMING THE ARMS

47. REVERSE FOLD

48. REVERSE FOLD

49. REVERSE FOLD

50. OPEN HAND

51. FOLD UP

52. FOLD DOWN

53. FOLD BACK

54. TWO REVERSE FOLDS

55. SHAPE THUMP

56. SHAPE HAND, PINCH FINGERS

57. LIKE SO
58

SINK

59

CRAMP TO FORM TAIL

60

FORMING THE HEAD

61

SQUASH FOLD DOWN
REPEAT BEHIND

62

PETAL FOLD
REPEAT BEHIND

63

UNWRAP LAYER FROM
BEHIND. REPEAT
BEHIND.

64

FOLD DOWN
REPEAT BEHIND

65

OUTSIDE REVERSE
FOLD

66

TUCK LOWER
JAW TIP
INSIDE
Fold tip of jaw down.

Pinch to form eye ridge.

Tuck inside.

Shape neck with reverse folds.

Finished Iguanodon.